Learning Support Committee (Math0097 and Math0098) End of the Year Report  
Academic Year 2003 - 04

Business

• Completed the textbook search and adopted the following text for 2004 – 2006.


• Rewrote the Teaching Guides and Comprehensive Course Guides for both Math0097 and Math0098.

• Updated the video tape/CD listing and coordinated distribution of any new video tapes to all campus LRCs.

• Discussed the creation of a Math0096 (pending BOR ruling) and a change in the retest policy for COMPASS.

• The committee did not recommend any curricular changes for this academic year.

Charges for Next Year’s Committee

• Modify Teaching Guides and Comprehensive Course Guides as necessary
• Continue to explore the creation of a Math0096 (pending BOR ruling)
• Modify Math0097/0098 as necessary, especially if Math0096 is created.
• Modify COMPASS retest policy (work with Jackie Thornberry)